Abstract. Gate and drain current 1/f noise parameters have been extracted in p-metal-oxidesemiconductor transistors processed with two nitridation techniques (RTN or DPN). The drain noise magnitude allows extraction of the slow oxide trap density N t (E F ) in the range of 3 10 17 eV -1 cm -3
INTRODUCTION
Scaling rules in metal-oxide-semiconductor devices impose very thin equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) in the order of 1 nm. Several limiting factors associated to ultra-thin gate oxides have been reported in the literature. As an example, direct tunnelling current increases exponentially with decreasing thickness and affects MOS devices performances. To achieve low EOT with low gate leakage current densities, ultra-thin nitrided oxides have been optimised. This process step is done using Rapid Thermal Nitridation (RTN) or Decoupled Plasma Nitridation (DPN) processes. Up today many works have presented the impact of these nitridation processes on dielectric films thicker than 2 nm [1, 2] . It has been shown that the DPN process improves the 1/f noise level about one order of magnitude.
In this paper, we focus on drain and gate 1/f noise in ultra-thin RTN or DPN oxide p-MOSFETs. Noise measurements have been performed from weak to strong inversion in ohmic and saturation range. Flicker noise figure of merit N t (E F ) is extracted for each nitridation processes. Our data will be compared with others published ones. 
DEVICES UNDER TEST

NOISE INVESTIGATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Drain Current noise
The drain current power spectral densities of the three technologies are reported on figures 1 and 2. In order to compare the noise performances, the devices have the same width and length. The figure 1 shows measurements at low drain bias (V DS =-25mV) from weak to strong inversion. The 1/f noise levels at 1Hz are the same for the three technologies. From the subthreshold regime and following the ∆N model, we have extracted the slow trap densities. The 1/f noise behaviour in strong inversion can be modelled following the ∆µ empirical law [3] , allowing the extraction of the Hooge empirical parameter α H . The mobility fluctuation origin for these devices in strong inversion is confirmed by the slope 3/2 observed in saturation regime. The low nitridation impact on 1/f noise level as measured in ohmic range is obtained. All these parameters are reported in table 1 and are used as support for our discussion.
It has been shown that slow interface trap density involved in subthreshold 1/f noise is an accurate figure of merit for a nitridation process [2] . For the RTN processes, we observe a slight increase with the oxide thickness reduction, which is in accordance with the trend observed for nitrided oxides as shown in figure 4 . The defects induced by the nitrogen atoms are responsible of this dramatically increase. In order to preserve the interface, DPN process has been developed, so that nitridation affects only the top of the thermal growth oxide. On thicker oxides than studied ones in this work, it has been shown that DPN process induces less slow interface trap density than RTN process [1, 2] . Our measurements show that this behaviour can not be extended to ultra thin oxides and the DPN process on ultrathin dielectrics do not improve the 1/f noise level. For such thin oxides, and following the ∆N model, a 1/f power spectral density is obtained by a trapping mechanism between inversion layer carriers and oxide traps located in a range of 1 nm from the interface [4] . The ratio between this distance and the total oxide thickness is higher for ultrathin oxide so that all defects induced by the DPN process can participate to the 1/f noise. This fact stands as a limitation for the DPN process in term of 1/f noise improvement.
Gate Current noise
Gate current 1/f noise has been investigated as a complementary characterisation tool for ultrathin oxide. The gate leakage current is the result of quantum mechanical direct tunnelling process. Several authors have reported that shot noise can be enhanced or suppressed, however we have measured always full shot noise, which means that the tunnelling process through the oxide layer follows Poisson statistics. 1/f gate noise is a trapping related process, which modulates the gate leakage current [4] . In order to evaluate the impact of the nitridation process on the gate current noise, we have used the empirical law for the 1/f gate current noise as follow [5] :
The parameter K G is used as figure of merit to compare the impact of the nitridation processes. The normalized 1/f gate noise levels at 1 Hz are reported in the figure 3 for the different processes. The parameter K G is reported in table 1, and as expected from the drain current noise measurements, there is no improvement due to the DPN process. Gate noise power spectral densities exhibit RTS noise, on large area devices, while corresponding drain current power spectral densities don't, as expected for large area devices. It means that single defects can be characterized on large area devices using low frequency gate noise measurements [7] . Gate noise measurement is a very sensitive tool to extract oxide defects and will be useful for future characterizations of ultimate dielectrics. (1) (3/2) 
CONCLUSIONS
Drain and gate current noise measurements have been performed on ultrathin pMOS transistors in order to evaluate the impact of RTN and DPN processes on 1/f noise levels. The DPN process is as noisy as the RTN one, for both drain and gate current. The benefit in changing process for thick oxide doesn't hold any longer in term on 1/f noise performance with an equivalent oxide thickness of 1.2 nm. Following the ∆N model, the distance between traps and the interface is in the same order of magnitude than the oxide thickness, so that all defects induced by the DPN process can participate to the 1/f noise. Moreover, the same trend has been observed by gate noise measurements.
